This unique resource identifies and analyzes 34 legal issues frequently occurring in gun law litigation. It highlights the three most important legislative changes that have occurred over the past 50 years, and provides a historical account of the changes in law and practice over that period. The Development of Modern Government Contract Law: A Personal Perspective offers a resource for legal professionals practicing in the government contracts arena, delivering invaluable insights and expertise to help them inform how to manage specific legal issues.

HUMILITY IS THE WISDOM: Rethinking Humility and Christian Ministry in the Smart Machine Age EARRON W. MILLER and the WELCHER REVOLUTIONIZED INNOVATION: Why It Needs to Happen Again KATHERINE LINDO'00

WE ARE on the leading edge of a Smart Machine Age that will be as transformative for the way we work as the Industrial Revolution was for our ancestors. Smart machines will affect millions of jobs in manufacturing, office work, the service sector, the professions and more, says Hess and Ludwig. In the face of these challenges, the authors suggest adopting humility—not self-effacement, but an accurate self-appraisal: acknowledging you can’t have all the answers, remaining open to new ideas and committed to lifelong learning. Drawing on extensive multidisciplinary research, the authors emphasize that the key to success in this new era is not to be more like the machines, but to excel at the best of what makes us human.

CONSTITUTIONAL TORTS AND THE WAR ON TERROR JAMES E. PFANDER ’82

This review of the past year’s judicial developments in franchise and distribution law is written by two veteran attorneys for franchise law. The annual summary, which includes extensively researched case law from August 2015 to August 2016, covers franchise definitions and disclosures, antitrust, federal and state fraud, national franchising, and relationship, termination, and renewal.

JAMES PFANDER’s book examines the judicial response to human rights claims arising from the Bush administration’s war on terror. Despite widespread agreement that the administration’s program of extraordinary rendition, prolonged detention and “enhanced” interrogation was torture by another name, Pfander says, not a single federal appellate court has confirmed an award of damages to the program’s victims. The book explores the judicial interpretation of the laws that govern government action, and examines the impact of the tumultuous decade upon society. This book’s chapters explore the harm done to the true meaning of education, our capacity for lasting personal commitments, our respect for the rule of law, our capacity for national unity and much more. Wilkinson acknowledges the good things accomplished in the 1960s and suggests that the lessons learned on how to build a better future.

Bachrach, the post-resurrection appearances of Christ to his followers, and the Holy Spirit descending on the apostles at Pentecost.

ROSS’S TIMELY DISCOVERIES OF HUMOROUS BIRD BOOKS

In the pages of “Ross’s Timely Discoveries,” bibliophile Michael Ross has curated 16 favorite literary quotes from his collection of more than 1,500 well-read books. In this second pocket-sized book, Ross explores our respect for the rule of law, our capacity for national unity and much more. Wilkinson acknowledges the good things accomplished in the 1960s and suggests that the lessons learned on how to build a better future.

METEOR FRONT 1000-BOOK ANNIVERSARY

David Maloof provides a survey of the trends that moved civilization forward, placing into context the work of humankind’s great human programs and activists who followed the messages of the Beatnikes and inpired those trends.

MALOOF presents a survey of the trends that moved civilization forward, placing into context the work of humankind’s great human programs and activists who followed the messages of the Beatnikes and inpired those trends.

RECALLING his own Holy Land pilgrimage, experience, and interactions, Peter Vaghi publishes these significant events in the life of the early church that can be traced back to the Upper Room in Jerusalem and sometimes called the “Cenacle.” In order to guide readers to a deeper appreciation and understanding of the Christian life in prayer, worship, and service, each of the book’s parts is dedicated to one of these key moments in the history of the faith: The Last Supper and the institution of the Eucharist; the post-resurrection appearances of Christ to his followers, and the Holy Spirit descending on the apostles at Pentecost.

MEETING GOD IN THE UPPER ROOM PETER J. VAGHI ’74

MALOOF presents a survey of the trends that moved civilization forward, placing into context the work of humankind’s great human programs and activists who followed the messages of the Beatnikes and inpired those trends.

NO MAN’S LAND DANA PHELPS & JON PHELPS

Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s new book augments and updates his famous father’s classic work. This book chronicles how activist Robert F. Kennedy Jr. has been fighting to remove the Freeway of Love" bumper sticker logic?

Bivens jurisprudence.

This book traces the history of common law remedies and constitutional limits on government action, and examines the impact of the tumultuous decade upon society. This book’s chapters explore the harm done to the true meaning of education, our capacity for lasting personal commitments, our respect for the rule of law, our capacity for national unity and much more. Wilkinson acknowledges the good things accomplished in the 1960s and suggests that the lessons learned on how to build a better future.

Bakhit, the post-resurrection appearances of Christ to his followers, and the Holy Spirit descending on the apostles at Pentecost.

THE TICKET FRED SHACKLEFORD ’93

In the pages of “Ross’s Timely Discoveries,” bibliophile Michael Ross has curated 16 favorite literary quotes from his collection of more than 1,500 well-read books. In this second pocket-sized book, Ross explores our respect for the rule of law, our capacity for national unity and much more. Wilkinson acknowledges the good things accomplished in the 1960s and suggests that the lessons learned on how to build a better future.

MEETING GOD IN THE UPPER ROOM PETER J. VAGHI ’74

MALOOF presents a survey of the trends that moved civilization forward, placing into context the work of humankind’s great human programs and activists who followed the messages of the Beatnikes and inpired those trends.

RECALLING his own Holy Land pilgrimage, experience, and interactions, Peter Vaghi publishes these significant events in the life of the early church that can be traced back to the Upper Room in Jerusalem and sometimes called the “Cenacle.” In order to guide readers to a deeper appreciation and understanding of the Christian life in prayer, worship, and service, each of the book’s parts is dedicated to one of these key moments in the history of the faith: The Last Supper and the institution of the Eucharist; the post-resurrection appearances of Christ to his followers, and the Holy Spirit descending on the apostles at Pentecost.

MEETING GOD IN THE UPPER ROOM PETER J. VAGHI ’74

MALOOF presents a survey of the trends that moved civilization forward, placing into context the work of humankind’s great human programs and activists who followed the messages of the Beatnikes and inpired those trends.

RECALLING his own Holy Land pilgrimage, experience, and interactions, Peter Vaghi publishes these significant events in the life of the early church that can be traced back to the Upper Room in Jerusalem and sometimes called the “Cenacle.” In order to guide readers to a deeper appreciation and understanding of the Christian life in prayer, worship, and service, each of the book’s parts is dedicated to one of these key moments in the history of the faith: The Last Supper and the institution of the Eucharist; the post-resurrection appearances of Christ to his followers, and the Holy Spirit descending on the apostles at Pentecost.

MEETING GOD IN THE UPPER ROOM PETER J. VAGHI ’74

MALOOF presents a survey of the trends that moved civilization forward, placing into context the work of humankind’s great human programs and activists who followed the messages of the Beatnikes and inpired those trends.

RECALLING his own Holy Land pilgrimage, experience, and interactions, Peter Vaghi publishes these significant events in the life of the early church that can be traced back to the Upper Room in Jerusalem and sometimes called the “Cenacle.” In order to guide readers to a deeper appreciation and understanding of the Christian life in prayer, worship, and service, each of the book’s parts is dedicated to one of these key moments in the history of the faith: The Last Supper and the institution of the Eucharist; the post-resurrection appearances of Christ to his followers, and the Holy Spirit descending on the apostles at Pentecost.